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Writing for Public Health Reports

We welcome contributions that help us meet the information needs of public
health professionals by informing them about important scientific and program-
matic developments, new technologies, policy issues, and scientific debates.
Our ultimate objective is to strengthen public health in the United States.

In general, PHR conforms to Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts
Submitted to Biomedical Journals [PHR 1997;1 12:253-63], available on-line at
www.acponline.org/journals/resource/unifreqr.htm.

Submit manuscripts to: Public Health Reports, JFK Federal Building,
Room 1855, Boston MA 02203.

Contributions and Their Length
Letters to the Editor: We strongly encour-
age you to submit letters. Brevity is a
virtue; between submissions of equal
merit we are certain to choose the
shorter one.

News and Notes: This section
includes brief news items, report syn-
opses, and announcements. These are
used and rewritten at the discretion of the
editors. 500-word maximum.

Feature Articles: Features, often
solicited, present the current status of a
subject area and the implications for pol-
icy, programming, practice, or future
research directions. For features it is par-
ticularly important that you send a query
letter with your idea, its relevance to our
readers, and why you are the appropriate
author. If in doubt, look at recent issues
of the journal for examples. A synopsis
and key words for use in secondary pub-
lishing and indexing should be included.
4000-word maximum.

Scientific Contributions: We seek to
publish research that is fully developed
and original. To avoid redundant publish-
ing, we do not accept material that is pre-
liminary or only incrementally different
from previously published research. Sci-
entific contributions should be presented
in the most concise manner possible with
a maximum length of 2500 words, includ-
ing a structured abstract of up to 250
words.

Viewpoints and Commentaries: These
are short opinion pieces, often solicited,
addressing contemporary public health
issues. Commentaries are written in
response to Feature Articles or Scientific
Contributions.

Departments: PHS Chronicles, Public
Health and the Law, Information Technol-
ogy, Overseas Observer, Book and Film
Reviews, and NCHS Data Line. These are
solicited pieces, for the most part,

although we do welcome letters of inquiry
proposing article ideas; 850-2500 words.

Authorship
Who is an author? Not a trivial question,
so please refer to the Uniform Require-
ments. We do need to have the signature
of each author before we can publish a
paper or letter.

Conflicts of Interest
Full disclosure and avoiding the appear-
ance of a conflict are our guiding princi-
ples. If any financial influence or other
conflict of interest might have biased your
work, you are obliged to disclose it to us-
even if you are confident that no bias inter-
vened. Please let us decide what should be
disclosed to our readers. Similarly, you
must disclose any similar or related work
submitted or published elsewhere.

Covering Letter
When submitting your manuscript, help
us by writing a thoughtful letter explain-
ing why it belongs in PHR. We also need
information on authorship and any con-
flicts of interest; a statement that the
material has not been published nor is
being considered for publication else-
where; and references to closely related
articles (copies should be enclosed). Give
us your telephone and fax numbers and e-
mail address. Please submit three copies
of the manuscript, tables, and figures.
Text should be double-spaced.

Acknowledgment of Receipt
We acknowledge each submission when
it arrives or when it is sent out for review.

Peer Review
After an initial reading by our editors, we
select promising scientific contributions
for peer review; these are sent to two or
more external reviewers.

The Manuscript
Here's what your manuscript should look
like:

Title Page. (a) title (short and descrip-
tive); (b) full names of all authors, includ-
ing their graduate degrees; (c) a separate
paragraph identifying authors' institu-
tional affiliations during the course of the
research (and current affiliations if differ-
ent); (d) name, street address, telephone
and fax numbers, and e-mail address (if
available) of corresponding author; (e)
word count of the text (inclusive of refer-
ences) and the number of charts/figures.

Synopsis: The abstract is your work's
face to the world (as published by various
medical indexes that include PHR). A
good abstract promotes readership. Syn-
opses of feature articles should be a maxi-
mum of 150 words without abbreviations,
symbols, or references to tables or graphs.
Abstracts of scientific articles (250-word
maximum) should contain four parts
labeled Objectives, Methods, Results, and
Conclusions. Below the abstract provide a
maximum of 10 key words (use Medical
Subject Headings from Index Medicus).

Text. In writing for PHR, keep in mind
that public health is an extremely broad
field and most readers will be in parts of
the field other than your own. Your intro-
duction or lead is particularly important.
Please define terms that are not universally
understood and avoid the use of jargon.

Scientific contributions should be
divided into four categories: Introduction,
Methods, Results, Discussion. In the Meth-
ods section, use active, not passive, voice
and tell readers "who, what, when, where,
and why" The findings reported in the
Results section and the issues addressed
in the Discussion section should parallel
the procedures described in the Methods
section,

References. Please consult the Uni-
form Requirements and recent issues of
PHR. Citations of personal conversations
or unpublished material should appear in
the text.

Copyrights
Authors assign copyright to the Associa-
tion of Schools of Public Health. Authors
may use their own material in other publi-
cations provided PHR is acknowledged as
the original place of publication and
Oxford University Press is notified in
writing and in advance.
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